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A BSTRACT
Designers who deploy visualization applications usually want to
assess how those applications are being used in the field. A promising and scalable method for understanding such use is to collect
event logs of people’s interactions with the applications. The challenge is how to then analyze the interactions in the logs in order to
discover insights. Researchers have used visual analytics to support this analyst-driven process with some success. However, we
found that existing visual interaction analysis systems are limited
in their flexibility, scalability, and generalizability to fully support
this challenging task. In this article we identify the primary tasks
of interaction log analysis, discuss the main units of analysis, and
derive a set of system requirements to inform the design of future
visual interaction analysis systems.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Systems]: Information Interfaces and Presentation—User Interfaces
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I NTRODUCTION

Designers who deploy visualization applications often seek to assess how those applications are being used in the field. By examining application usage, its designer can begin to understand the
usability and utility of the application, learn about its users, and understand usage patterns/analysis methods. One promising source of
such information is an interaction log. Modern visualization applications routinely incorporate a multitude of interactions to support
the flexible, exploratory analysis processes of their users. While it
has become easier to collect interaction logs, it is still challenging
to effectively analyze them.
We consider the analysis of visualization application interaction
logs to be highly exploratory, and thus closely aligned to other types
of sense-making activities that involve repeated cycles of foraging
and gathering information, and then reflecting on those findings to
generate new schemas and hypotheses about what is actually occurring [20]. An analyst, who typically is the designer of the visualization application, frequently might explore interaction logs without
explicit questions or goals in mind, or the goals may change over
time. The detailed, subjective, and open-ended nature of the analysis process may be overwhelming, especially to those who rarely
conduct this type of analysis.
We believe that these analysis needs suggest a visual analytics
solution. Visual analytics is particularly suitable for interaction log
analysis because it effectively combines automated computational
analysis with human exploration and guidance, especially when applied to large collections of data [15]. Furthermore, a visual analytics approach is helpful when analysis goals are dynamic and
possibly imprecise. Unfortunately, existing visual interaction analysis systems are not flexible, scalable, and generalizable enough
to support this need. We speculate that this is a reason why interaction data from design studies are seldom extensively analyzed in
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the visualization literature, despite such data’s prominent role in the
analysis process.
The objective of this work is to establish a set of requirements for
visual interaction analysis systems. We make the following contributions. (1) We identify an analyst’s tasks and discuss how these
tasks can be accomplished by analyzing interaction logs. (2) We
identify and present three analysis units that are essential for the
process. (3) For these tasks and analysis units, we derive a set of
requirements for visual analytics on interaction logs that emphasize
flexibility, scalability, and generalizability.
2 R ELATED W ORK
Researchers have been using visualizations for interaction log analysis on systems other than visualization applications in a variety of
domains for about two decades. The visualizations typically have
been static representations of users’ interaction patterns using heat
maps for general UI interactions [10], trees for web navigations
[5, 19, 27, 31], graphs for social network interactions [1, 23], or
line and bar charts for online video interactions [6, 16]. While useful, at times such visualizations can be limiting because the view
cannot be modified or transformed. Therefore, researchers recently
have turned to interactive visualization systems to more dynamically explore interaction data. These interactive visualizations include interconnected bar charts and graphs for web search behaviors [17], timelines for web interactions [18], stacked area charts for
online video interactions [25], icicle trees for social network and
web interactions [24, 29], connected matrices [32], and even visual
clusters of sequences [28]. Although these visualization techniques
have been applied to interactions on non-visualization applications,
we can learn from those experiences and examine which techniques
may apply well to interactions on visualization applications.
With respect to the use of visualization to analyze interactions
on visualization applications, researchers have used static visualizations such as state transition graphs [22], colored bars [14], and
graphs and scatterplots [12]. Some used interactive visualizations
as well. For example, Jeong et al. [13] created two interactive visualization systems, one for exploring interaction data on a timeline
and one in treemaps. Blascheck et al. [2] also designed an interactive visualization system to analyze interactions on a text visualization application. They used a line chart as the primary visualization
to show interactions with think aloud and eye movement data. A
particular strength of their work is in the computational analysis of
the data – The system can automatically identify similarities between users and help analysts find usage patterns. Such computational methods are particularly useful when the amount and variety
of interactions are large.
These prior systems depicting visualization application interactions have limitations, however. First, most of these projects were
research prototypes that visualize a relatively small-scale interaction dataset [2, 7, 13, 14, 22]. For example, Blascheck et al. [2]
only studied 16 participants, each using the visual analysis application once, in a lab. In a real-world deployment, the amount of
log data can be significantly larger than what these systems can
support. Heer et al. [12] seemed to have visualized a realistic
real-world dataset but one of the applied visualization techniques,
the behavior graph, did not seem to scale well. A second limitation of these projects was that, during analysis, they each organized interactions into a single, subjectively-determined set of cat-

egories [7, 12, 13, 14, 22]. These categorizations were often necessary to reduce the complexity of the data for meaningful patterns to
emerge. However, most of these projects only selected and used one
type of categorization. For example, Reda et al. [22] categorized
interactions by whether the interactions significantly changed the
visualization layout. In realistic analysis tasks, the categorizations
should depend upon and iteratively change with an analyst’s goal.
Methods for flexibly supporting this goal are largely missing in past
work. A third limitation is that many of these visualizations were
designed specifically for analyzing interactions from one particular visualization application in one specific study [7, 12, 13]. Some
data dimensions were hard-coded into the analysis systems, making
results difficult to generalize. For example, Jeong et al.’s systems
[13] specifically defined and laid out visualizations based on their
data dimensions, such as the views of the analyzed visualization
application. This design limits the generalizability of their systems.
We believe that to fully address these limitations, one needs to reexamine interaction analysis tasks fundamentally.
3

I NTERACTION A NALYSIS TASKS

Based on our review of past research and our own experiences, we
have identified the following key tasks or goals of an analyst when
seeking to understand how his/her visualization application is being
used.
Assess Usability
An analyst seeks to understand how easy it is to use and learn a
visualization application. This information could be gleaned from
interactions in many ways. For example, features that are easy to
use are likely to be performed more frequently, assuming they are
important to the application. If a feature is not employed much but
was expected to be frequently used, the feature may not be designed
well.
Diving deeper, the learning curve of an application could be assessed from interactions. For example, one hypothesis is that when
a user is less familiar with an application, his/her interactions would
be more diverse and random, showing an experimental usage of
features. But as the user discovers which features are more useful
from experience, his/her interactions would become more focused
on those features and use them in a consistent manner. By assessing the change trajectory, an analyst could infer the learning curve
of his/her visualization application. If an analyst seeks to assess
which features are more challenging to learn, he/she may inspect
how long on average it takes for a user to go from first encountering a feature to using it efficiently.
An easy-to-use application is often efficient to use. In nonvisualization applications, fewer mouse clicks and shorter mouse
movement distances in usage sessions are indicators of efficient UI
design. However, in visualization applications, when visual exploration is the task and broader understanding of data is the goal, these
traditional usability indicators may need to be interpreted differently. A visualization application that encourages extensive interactions may help an application user more easily explore the data.
Assess Utility
Card et al. claimed that “the purpose visualization is insight, not
pictures” [4]. A good metric to assess the utility of a visualization
application is to examine whether its users are able to find insights.
A typical method for determining this answer is to interview users.
But can this information be acquired from interaction logs instead
as interview data are more difficult to collect? Gotz and Zhou defined a set of interaction types as “Insight Actions” in their work because some interactions could be connected to insights [9]. For example, they called Bookmark and Annotate events “Visual Insight
Actions”. These interactions could indicate an insight was discovered because finding an insight is one reason for bookmarking and
annotating views in visualizations. But not all bookmarks and annotations are indications of insights. For example, an annotation

could be used to add missing information to the data. Therefore, to
differentiate insight-indicating bookmarks and annotations, an analyst would need to manually examine the bookmarked or annotated
content to determine which ones are actually insights. The downside is that this analysis would require a significant effort from the
analyst and sometimes the bookmarked or annotated contents are
difficult to interpret as they are generated by someone else. As a
result, visualization designers who plan to use visualization interactions to infer insights might want to explicitly prompt their users
to tag insights in bookmarks and annotations to allow automatic
classification of insights from interaction logs. After insights are
determined, a simple count of them might be sufficient to approximate the utility of a visualization application.
Learn About Users
An analyst seeks to learn more about a visualization application’s
users from usage behaviors. For example, which people are “expert” users and which ones need some extra help? For a specific
feature, which users are able to properly employ it? Any one feature could be implemented with multiple UI interactions. For example, zooming into a view could be implemented by clicking a
Zoom-In button or selecting a Zoom-In menu item. Which method
is preferred by users for their day-to-day tasks? When using an application for different types of analysis tasks or occasions, how do
the users’ behaviors differ? At an abstract level, an analyst seeks to
find groups of users or sessions that exhibit certain/varying behaviors (e.g., different keyword search [2]) or examine the behaviors of
users or sessions under certain circumstances (e.g., different display
sizes [22]). The key to this analysis is to map the user information
to the varying interaction patterns in the data. This information is
helpful to an analyst for understanding user differences in visualization usages.
Understand Usage Patterns/Analysis Methods
An analyst seeks to explore the variety of ways a visualization application was used. Specifically, frequent ways of using the application, which form usage patterns, are of particular interest. Some
of these patterns are expected by the analyst. For example, an analyst of interaction logs from a visual text analysis application would
expect its users to extensively read the text documents. But what
other usage patterns might there be? Kang et al. found several more
specific usage patterns after studying the usages from Jigsaw [14].
For example, some users start from scanning all the documents first
to filter out irrelevant ones, then read those remaining documents.
Some users repeatedly search the document set with different keywords and read the documents in the search result. These usage
patterns might not have been expected by the analyst. Therefore,
finding the relative portions of these usage patterns helps the analyst
gain a deeper understanding of the varying ways his/her application
was operated in actual usage scenarios.
Some usage patterns of a visualization application may indicate
that a visual analysis method (VAM) is taken. A VAM, which is
sometimes called a visual analysis strategy [7, 14, 22], is a methodological and semantically meaningful way of operating a visualization application. Many researchers look for VAMs in their applications to learn about such semantically meaningful usage patterns.
One example of a VAM is the Visual Information-seeking Mantra
[26]. This VAM is indicated by a set of usage patterns that start
from an “overview”, followed by a mixture of “zooming” and “filtering”, and then show “details” on demand. Shneiderman identified this VAM as being widely used in a variety of visualization
applications. Other VAMs may only occur when certain types of
data or visualization techniques are employed. For example, Kang
et al. identified a set of VAMs (strategies) for analyzing text documents with a specific set of text visualization techniques [14].
These VAMs are less generalizable but are more contextually relevant to the application. Finding the set of VAMs employed in a
visualization application is useful for understanding users’ reason-

ing processes behind the usage patterns [7].
4 A NALYSIS U NITS
Within the analysis tasks above, we found that an analyst needs to
find frequency distributions of not just individual interaction events
but also groups of events in categories or sequences. Therefore,
identifying these analysis units are vital to the analysis. But how
should these events, categories, and sequences be defined and identified? Once they are determined, identifying their frequency distribution over time or any other contextual information should be
relatively easy. In this section, we discuss these analysis units.

Figure 1: Interaction events. Individual events (ABC) could be categorized (A→D, C→D) or grouped by their sequences (DBD→E).

Event
We assume that individual interaction events are the basic unit
logged. As shown in Figure 1, suppose a string of five events
(ABCBC) of three types (A, B, and C) are logged in a usage session. Example events may include “clicking the Zoom-In button”
or “scrolling the view.” Events sometimes include the visualized
data as a parameter. Such events are generally defined in the code
that produces the log. Individual events can be analyzed directly but
typically they are first filtered, categorized, and grouped into more
semantically meaningful units to the analyst.
Category
Because a visualization application may have a large number of
interactions, an analyst typically organizes them into a smaller set
of categories that are more semantically meaningful and suitable
to his/her analysis goal. For example, some researchers [11, 21]
organized events into the intent-based interaction categories defined
by Yi et al. [30]. Other researchers used other classification criteria,
such as the view an event occurs in [14] or the significance of a
layout change [22]. A categorization is illustrated in the second row
of Figure 1 where events A and C are both classified into category
D.
Two analyst-driven steps are required in the categorization process. An analyst not only needs to determine which categories to
use for the analysis but also how the events should be mapped to the
categories. First, the categories to be used should largely depend
on the analysis goal. For example, if an analyst wishes to study the
uses of different views in a visualization application, the analyst
could categorize each interaction event by its view [14]. Second,
determining the category that each event should be mapped to requires the analyst’s subjective determination. Some determinations
are easy, such as whether the interaction is within a specific view.
Other determinations are more difficult, such as determining the interaction intent category from Yi et al.’s interaction taxonomy [30].
The more difficult categorizations typically require a semantic interpretation of the events and thus a potentially significant effort
from the analyst. This labor requirement can become quite significant as reclassifications may frequently be needed when goals
change over the course of analysis. As a result, it is important for
an interaction analysis system to be able to flexibly and efficiently
support this analyst-driven categorization process.
Sequence
An analyst typically examines sequences of interactions in order
to identify longer and higher-level usage patterns (e.g., DBD→E
in Figure 1). For example, to determine whether a specific system feature that requires multiple interactions is being used as ex-

pected, an analyst may need to look for a specific set of interaction
sequences. Frequently occurring interaction sequences are considered particularly informative because they often represent useful
or conventional ways of using an application. An interaction sequence may include both consecutive and non-consecutive interactions. For example, a sequence of “Inspect” actions is considered a
“Scan pattern” in Gotz and Wen’s work [8]. Conversely, an interesting sequence may be made up of non-consecutive interactions.
For example, suppose an analyst wishes to determine whether people are following the Visual Information-Seeking Mantra [26] when
they use an application. To do so, the analyst does not need to find
overview, zoom and filter, and details on demand interactions necessarily occurring back-to-back. The interactions simply need to
occur non-consecutively in the proper sequence for the analyst to
determine if the mantra has been followed. Therefore, being able to
identify sequences that may not only include events occurring back
to back increases the flexibility in identifying longer and higherlevel usage patterns.
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S YSTEM R EQUIREMENTS

Using the tasks and analysis units as a basis, we identify a set of
requirements for a visual interaction analysis system to assist with
interaction log analysis, specifically for supporting flexibility, scalability, and generalizability.
Support Event Organization (Flexibility)
An interaction analysis system needs to be able to support the flexibile oganization of events. Different analysts and situations may
call for different organizations of interaction events because of their
varying needs. For example, one analyst may be looking for underused application functions, another may be optimizing the interface,
and a third may simply be seeking to understand the visual analysis methods people employ using the application. The same analyst
may even change analysis focus “on the fly” as new discoveries
about application use are made. Below we describe three specific
requirements for flexibily organizating the logged interaction events
that we believe an ideal interaction analysis system should provide.
a. Select events of interest
A system may log all interaction events that occur, but only a subset
of the logged interaction events may be relevant for a given analysis goal. An analyst needs to be able to flexibly select these relevant events for further exploration. Otherwise, when many irrelevant events are kept in the analysis, the “noise-level” of the data
may hide otherwise meaningful patterns. How to determine which
events are relevant during an analysis session is very likely a subjective judgment of the analyst based on knowledge of the analysis
goal and the interaction data.
b. Define analysis perspective
Analysts may approach log events with a wide variety of goals.
Thus, it should be possible for analysts to flexibly define different
analysis perspectives for classifying the events based on these different goals. An analysis perspective provides the means to differentiate events that can be based on different criteria. It essentially
defines a set of categories for organizing events.
For example, a perspective for understanding visualization application commands and operations that are performed would simply be a set of categories of those commands and operations. One
could consider this a relatively low-level perspective. An alternative
perspective for understanding which and when application views
are used would include a category for each view in the application. Kang et al. [14] employed this perspective when performing
an analysis of usage of the Jigsaw visual analytics system. They
identified Jigsaw interactions by the views in which they occurred
in order to analyze overall strategies taken by each user. Yet another perspective might include a set of categories defined by user
intent, that is, what was the intent of the person using the visual-

ization application when performing an interface operation. Pohl et
al. [21] used the interaction intent framework introduced by Yi et
al. [30] to categorize user interactions with two visualization systems, VisuExplore and Gravi++, in order to explore and compare
user strategies when using those systems. Guo et al. [11] also used
those intent-based categories plus a new category called “retrieve”
as “high-level actions” in their interaction analysis of a visualization application. As a final example analysis perspective, an analyst may be interested in the degree that application usage follows
a well-known analysis method, such as Shneiderman’s “Overview
first, zoom and filter, then details on demand [26].” For this perspective, the set of categories would be those four activities defined
in the mantra.
c. Categorize events
Once an analysis perspective is defined, an analyst next assigns the
events to categories. For some perspectives, multiple interaction
events can be considered “similar” and placed into the same category. For example, interface events such as clicking on buttons,
spinning the mouse wheel, or choosing menu commands, when
they are relevant to zooming in or out of the visualization, can all
be placed into a “zoom” category. This ability to flexibly categorize
interaction events is important for log analysis.
Provide Configurable Visualizations (Flexibility)
As discussed in the related work, many researchers have adopted
different styles of interactive visualizations for use in their analysis processes. From these efforts, we learned that effective visualizations not only need to provide visual overviews of the interaction data, but also interactive features to support functions such as
querying and filtering patterns on demand. Providing an overview
of event sequences may be challenging due to size of the interaction
logs, however. Moreover, which interactive features to include and
how they should be designed in order to give analysts investigative
flexibility and strength is still an important research question.
Include Automated Computational Assistance (Scalability)
Usage patterns at a large scale may be difficult to manually identify.
Automated computational data analysis is essential to help analysts
discover patterns from large interaction logs. For example, it is
relatively easy and significantly faster to algorithmically identify
and quantify frequent/infrequent events, categories, and sequences.
After the computation, the output of these algorithms can be visualized to provide an analyst a summarized view of the information
in a large scale interaction dataset. For example, frequent interaction sequences are commonly automatically extracted and visualized to identify higher-level usage patterns [2, 3, 11, 21]. This use
of computational analysis significantly increases a person’s ability
to analyze the interaction data.
Apply to Any Visualization Application (Generalizability)
As mentioned earlier, a number of interaction analysis systems
have been built for analyzing particular visualization applications.
When focusing on only one visualization application, it is easier to
custom-design an analysis approach and system with a very specific
set of tuned views. However, when designing an analysis system
that could be applied to any visualization application’s interaction
logs, the analysis system needs to be highly configurable to support
varying log formats, interaction types, and analysis needs.
6

C ONCLUSION

We presented a set of tasks, analysis units, and system requirements
for designing future visual interaction analysis systems. We hope
these requirements can bring about discussions on this challenging
research topic.
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